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INTRODUCTION

l._ This report deals with ECA statistical activities since the first session of the
Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers in March I960.
The report was written in August 1981 and any new developments after that date will be
described at the meeting.

2. The report contains only summary corrments on topics dealt with in other documents
for the Joint Conference. Its main purpose is to provide an overview of progress in
meeting the requirements indicated by African countries as a basis for deciding the
future work programme in statistics.

3. In accordance with the wish expressed by the 3oint Conference at its first session,
corrmittee work during the second session has been reduced to two days, with some of the
major statistical issues being considered in plenary. The aim is to enable national
producers and users of statistics to co-ordinate and develop their activities, particularly
through consideration of data analysis and applications. The statistical activities of
the ECA secretariat have a supporting role within this over-all context.

ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING OF THE ECA STATISTICS DIVISION
fc....... ....

4.. There has been no change in the structure of the Statistics Division. The general
'arrangerTent and number of posts are shown in Table I (see page 9). Professional posts inches
to 31 as compared with ZS in 1979. This was due to two new UNFPA posts in census
cartography and civil registration in the regional advisory service in demographic
statistics CRASDS), provision of a data processing advisory post for the African Household
Survey Capability Prograrrme (AHSCPV by the Federal Republic of Germany, inclusion of the
part-time FAO adviser to AHSCP and the transfer of the UDEAC-CREP project with two
professional posts to ECA as executing agency. However one unfilled UNFPA post in census
sampling had to be frozen owing to budgetary constraints.

5-. The only significant change in general service posts was an increase in secretarial
and related staff from 11 to 17, the new posts consisting of four project personnel in
the Statistics Division and two already attached to the UDEAC-CREP project.

6. In August 1961 the only vacancies in the Statistics Division, apart from the frozen
post in census sampling, were the AHSCP data processing post, the second national accounts
advisory post and the senior post in the UDEAC-CREP project. The last of these was
expected to be filled in September. Also expected were changes in the professional staff
of the Statistical Training Prograrrme for Africa CSTPA) which will be reported separately.
Details of professional posts and their incumbents during I960 and 1981 are shown in
Table IJ (see page 10).

7. It should be noted that the three projects for which UNDP is providing regional
supporting components, AHSCP, STPA and assistance in national accounts, were under

^o^niU AugUSt 1981 PendinS a decision on the regional projects to be included in the
198^-1986 UNDP prograrrming cycle.
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IMPLEMENTATION OF THE WORK PROGRAMME

Background

8. ^ ECA statistical activities have continued to develop along the lines previously
envisaged, with the main effort being concentrated on the improvement of specific
branches of statistics in collaboration with individual countries. Priority areas
include censuses and surveys of households and household merrbers, training, national
accounts, external trade, prices and industrial statistics. Progress has"been greatest

in the first three of these areas'as a result of support from UNFPA, UNDP and other
agencies.

9. At the same time, the work of establishing a regional statistical data has been
maintained and has been related as closely as possible to the development of statistical
methodology in each subject field in a way appropriate to African conditions.

10. Following what was said at the first session of the Joint Conference, the working
concepts of the statistical prograrrme are that all activities must be increasingly

regarded as components of an integrated operation and that greater attention must be
given to data analysis as a means of enabling data producers and users to work more
closely together.

11. _ A current shortfall in the implementocion of the programme is tns failure of self —..
reliant, collaborative statistical development projects of African countries themselves
to gain any real impetus. The programme to develop price statistics throughout the
region remains the only project of this kind and has so far not attracted great

enthusiasm. 'On the other hand it must be noted that there 13 an increasing number of
African statistical experts providing advisory services to many parts of the region.

12. Perhaps the main obstacle to African statistical development is the low priority
given to the subject by many Governments. The fault certainly cannot be attributed
entirely to Governments alone and arises to a considerable extent from the performance of
national statistical services. The matter is a central consideration for the second session
of the Joint Conference.

General aspects of co-ordination and development

13. The Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisticians and Demographers is the
principal means of co-ordinating activities in the three areas for which it is responsible.
Servicing the sessions of the Joint Conference is therefore a major project in this section
of the work prograrrme.

14.^ A new survey of statistical organization and staffing has been undertaken with
satisfactory results which will serve as an input to a working group on the same subject in
October 1981. Both the survey and the meeting are being organised as STPA projects and
the report of the working group is being presented to the Joint Conference.

15. A revised edition of the Directory of African Statisticians as well as a new
bibliography of African statistical publications is expected to be available in time for
the Joint Conference.
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16. A further survey of electronic data processing equipment, staffing and appillcaLior.b
has been carried out and a report is being presented. Activities in respect of the. regional

data base in statistics are mentioned elsewhere in the present report and are considered in
a separate paper for the Joint Conference which also examines the use of the data base for
socio-economic analysis. .

Statistical Training Prograrrme for Africa ESTPA)

17. With the recruitment of a new Chief Training Adviser appointed in August I960 STPA

has made encouraging progress and developments are described ina separate report. High

lights include preparatory work on a special training programme for Portuguese-speaking
countries and progress in seeking fellowship and other kinds of assistance from the

European Economic Corrmunity and other bilateral and multilateral donors. Both of these
topics are dealt with in resolutions adopted at the seventh meeting of the ECA Conference
of Ministers.

18. Additional outputs, apart from the continuing co-ordination of STPA activities.
beena further meeting of the Directors of STPA Centres, the survey and working group on

statistical organization and manpower mentioned above, preparation of guide syllabuses

formiddle-level courses, provision of short-term lecturers, organization of training for

African lecturers, and a move to associate STPA centres more closely with overseas
institutions.

National accounts, finance and prices

19.^ In February 1981 a new Senior Adviser was appointed to the project which provides

assistance in national accounts mainly to least developed and newly independent countries.
However it proved difficult to secure the services of a second expert and recruitment war

delayed pending information on whether the project will be included in the 1982-1986
UNDP programming cycle.

20. The shortfall in advisory services has been made good through additional travel by
staff members. Some of these missions have been sponsored by the World Bank and there is

increasing collaboration with that agency. A report on national accounts, with particular
reference to least developed and newly independent countries, is being presented to the
3oint Conference.

21. Advisory services in national accounts are now being more closely associated with the

work of the secretariat in preparing crude but up-to-date national accounts estimates for
all African countries. The arrangement is intended to render these two activities mutually
supportive and also to make the best use of limited manpower resources. In addition

consideration is being given to the possibility of establishing a "national accounts,

capability programme" which might attract bilateral assistance, include a stronger training

component and aim at the establishment of more permanent and effective national accounts

sections in African statistical services.

22. Recommendations in respect of the African programme for the development of price
statistics have been revised as requested at the first session of the Joint Conference and

now include suggested priorities. They are being presented for further consideration at
the second session,.which should also give serious thought to the action needed at the
national level in improving the collection and processing of price data. The regional data
base now incorporates a considerable amount of the material so far available.
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of external transactions and public sector statistics has continued as a
and there is_no;great improvement to report in the coverage of these data,
lem is-tne difficulty in obtaining data from countries. A paper on public
an countries, scheduled in the work programme for 1980, has been Completed. "

nmrillPDH h L ■ ° 6n ^°"e °n the standardization of the few input-output tables so-far
produced by African countries but it has not yet been possible to analyse the data.

External trade statistics and data base operations " '"

24.. The, main concern during the-reporting period has been to complete the external, trade
Iln^H^f^ w£r*?fe ^r^1 and;'"t0; ±m^r^fe thG timeliness..of data sent to the "V
United Nations Statistical Office and; ECA, For this purpose contact has been made-with
many countries of the region. The preparation of Series A, Bahd^of Foreign^ Trade
statistics for Africa has been maintained. ■ ■ .

25. As a basis for reducing delays in the preparation of trade statistics, the first
session of^the Joint -Conference requested the secretariat to make'a- study of customs
and.;otner basic reqords.-a.nd the f,l<?wrQf, this information up to and through the
processing stage. It. also, expressed Merest in knowing the kinctei of comrDdity nomen-1 "
c^atures used in the^basic recordsiand the stages at which they, are converted to-
standard classifications. ■■ Such a:study has been possible in only one country which
requested a mission to assist in reorganizing its trade statistics. ECA staff and other
resources have not been sufficient for any extensive study but it should be noted that
several agencies expressed willingness to help individua;! countries. '

26. As already .indicated, a separate report is being submitted on the regional statistical
data base and its uses.,,By far the,bulkiest: set ofIfiles is that on external commodity
trade and they are already reasonably complete with respect-to:data available from 1962-
onwards *their problem is that they suffer from the current national processing delays
mentioned above. Basic national accounts data have been processed by computer for a ■'
considerable time and they are up-to-date for all African countries, but the figures for
reqent.years include a high proportion of ECA-estimates. Computer files'have also been
established for industrial and price, statistics and another w demographic and '-social >
..statistics should soon be operational. .. :..- . . : ' ■

27. The very limited work so far undertaken on computerized statistical files has already
led to problems of equipment capacity, etc. This was to be expected in a situation where
:tne commodity trade files contain a larger amount of data than that of most other subjects
ta^en together. At this stage ECA clearly has to develop a statistical data access policy,
wnichought to aim at the storage of details on tape with only selected and summary
material available for in-mediate access on disk. However it is not easy to adopt an -
arrangement of this kind because many of the data requests currently received concern
details of, corrmodity trade and it takes a long time to search tapes fo^< the'required
information, ■ : . ;., ,,.. ...... .._,.,.

Industrial statistics

i ^W% in mind the inrportance of industry in-African development; it is difficult
tp see: w|iy countries of the region have not. given more prominenee to industrial statistics
ine position as explained ,in.a report on preparations for the 19S3: World Programme of -'
Industrial Statistics. . ■_.... -. ,-,-■ .. .... . . . . .^ . ,-,.. ; .. .... ■ .-
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29. ECA has not .so far been successful in obtaining support for a regional project

to-assist the improvement of industrial statistics. Nevertheless there will be a

training course for English-speaking countries in January 1962, organized with the

Munich Centre for Advanced Training in Applied Statistics and UNIDO. There are also

prospects for a similar course for the French-language group at a later stage.

30. In the meantime ECA has attempted to provide advice to individual countries on the

basis of very limited staff resources. The need for data on household industries is

being taken into account in AHSCP activities. Two points that should be borne in mind

with respect to industrial statistics ars, first, that these statistics are not

particularly expensive for any country that really wants to have them and,, second, -that

the permanent field organizations being developed under AHSCP can also assist in the

collection of data from establishments.

Other economic statistics :

31. Basic work on the compilation of agricultural, transport and corrmunications,

tourism and-distribution statistics was maintained. However the sub-regional working

groups on transport statistics scheduled for 1980 and 1981 could not be held for lack

of funds. Studies on road and air transport and African merchant shipping fleets were

in progress when this report was written and will"hopefully be completed on time.

32. Publication of the African Statistical Yearbook was delayed by an unsuccessful

attempt at computerization and it has temporarily reverted to typewritten format.

Nevertheless^-computerized version is important-because it may help in developing

ideas on the kind of surrmary data needed for irrrnediate access from the statistical

data base. The African Economic Indicators publication was also delayed following a

change in format. The Statistical Information^Bulletin for Africa has been dormant

for some time because most of the technical material produced recently by the Statistics

Division has been published in the form of documents for meetings. However the.cancel

lation of a meeting'on the evaluation of coverage and content error of population censuses

and the accumulation of other'material is expected to lead to an issue of the Bulletin at

the time of the Joint Conference/

Demographic and social statistics ■ :

33. The section dealing with demographic and social statistics has continued to support

the Censuses and Surveys Advisory Service and the Statistical Training Programme for

Africa (STPA). In addition it has assumed responsibility for the UDEAC/CREP (the

regional centre for population studies] project now that ECA has been designated

executing agency.

34. Two methodological studies included in the 1980-1981 work programme have been

completed and will be published in the Statistical Information Bulletin. These relate

to concepts, definitions and classifications for internal migration and international

migration statistics in Africa. Another study on concepts, definitions and classifi

cations for locality, type and size of locality, urban/rural has been initiated and is

expected to be completed by the time of the Joint Conference.

35. The working group on civil registration systems and vital statistics collection in

Africa was convened at Nairobi in July 1980 and its report is available to the Joint

Conference. However it has not been possible to implement the workshop for English-

speaking civil registration personnel scheduled for October 1981 for want of funds.
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36. Work continued on the preparation of a demographic and social statistics data base,

using material received direct from African sources as well as that already conpiled by

the United Nations Statistical Office, etc. The data are expected to become operational
as a computer.file shortly.

Censuses and surveys advisory service

37. As before, all ECA technical assistance activities with respect to population

censuses, civil registration and household surveys have been consolidated in one unit
under the -Deputy Director of. the Division.'

Regional advisory service in demographic.Statistics (RASPSj

38. The UNFPA-financed service, which continues the regional support given under the
earlier African Census Programme, is now concentrating on the I960 round of population

censuses and the newly emerging interest of African countries in developing effective . ■ ■< .

civil registration schemes- Details of staffing have already been given.

39. A 'Separate report covering current African population censuses and surveys and civil
registration projects is being presented to the Joint Conference.

African Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP)

40. AHSCP, which is a component of the global National Household Survey Capability

Prograrrme. (NHSCP), is essentially a supportive response to the need felt by developing
countries for data on households following the 1970 round of population censuses. The

need arises from the central position of:households as the suppliers of all labour and

the recipients of the effects of economic development or problems. It is now generally :

accepted that, because of their significance for both production and welfare, household :
data are needed on-a continuous basis.

4.1.,, Staffing.details of the UNDP-financed regional supporting component of AHSCP have

already been given, together with information on additional experts provided by other
agencies. A report is being presented to the Joint Conference on progress of the survey
capability prograrrme in Africa and it places emphasis on the analysis and applications

of data obtained from national survey operations. ■:-

42, The survey projects of nine African countries have been fully prepared and it is

expected that a further five will b£ completed during the remainder of 1981. Some

countries have already started-their !field operations but the main concern at this stage

is adequate funding in order to accelerate implementation of the whole programme.

43. In spite of this, it is perhaps wise to bear in mind that all countries participating

in NHSCP/AHSCP are expected to assume permanent responsibility for their survey prograrrmes
after a rather limited period of assistance. The responsibility is minimal in relation

to the,value of data from survey prograrrmes for effective over-all planning and for
solving specific economic and social problems.. :
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FUTURE PROGRAMME OF WORK

44. Current indications are that the main statistical projectsywill be implemented as

planned provided extrabudgetary financing continues. If this-does hot happen,,fairly

serious rethinking of; the entire work programme in statistics will be necessary. Any

problems will be known before the 1982 session of the Joint Conference.

45. In the meantime it is necessary to consider the situation as known at present.

The work programme revised by the first session of the Joint Conference cover the

period through 19B6 and was approved by the sixth meeting of the ECA Conference of

Ministers in 1980. The seventh meeting in 1981 considered only that part of the work
programme relating to 1982-1983 and did not make any amendments. The Joint Conference

is therefore free to examine the position and make any new proposals it believes to be

necessary.

46. So far as can be seen by the secretariat, the subject fields for which statistics

are needed will remain much the same as at present. However there will be changes in

emphasis on particular topics and changes in the way statistics are used. In this
connexion it is necessary to think in terms of the probable data requirements during

the second half of the 1980s.

47. Perhaps the main development to be expected is more technical orientation of

African planning which will increase the pressure on national statistical services for

more comprehensive data and their breakdown on a geographical basis. Planning,

monitoring and evaluation will become a genuine technical process instead of being

conducted in the present rather general manner.

48. With continuing problems relating to fuel costs, etc., it is clear that African

countries will have to give much greater attention to energy and balance-of-payments

data. More comprehensive information will be needed on prices. Adequate statistics

will be required for planning industrial development and for improving the transport

infrastructure. Many countries will need to monitor food supplies on a continuing basis

.-.d all will need up-to-date information on demographic trends, labour force, migration,

etc. There is already a growing demand for information on income distribution, levels
of living, etc., for the measurement and analysis of poverty and more adequate data will

be needed for rural development.

49. In addition it is to be expected that the growth of computerized data bases,

assisted by ECA's PADIS project, will have an impact on the way statistics are stored

end used during the next few years. However it is necessary to remember that the

development of data bases at the national and regional levels is entirely dependent on

the efforts of individual countries to collect and process the basic information.
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considered necessary^- indicated above: ana1 to propose any amendments-
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Table I

Posts in the Statistics Division, 19B1

Professional

RB XB

Office of Director

Censuses and Surveys Advisory Service

Regional Advisory Service in Demographic

Statistics (RASDS)

African Household Survey Capability

Progranme (AHSCP)

General Economic Statistics Section

Assistance in national accounts ..

Demographic and Social Statistics Section

Statistical Training Progranme for

Africa (STPA)

UDEAC-CREP project

Data Bank

Total

General service

Statistical secretarial

5

1 1

2

13 is

RB XB RB XB

11

1/ One post in sampling frozen due to budgetary constraints.

2/ Includes posts provided by ILO, FAG and the Federal Republic of Germany (of which

the last named is vacant).
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Table II

Professional tirre available

Of-Fics of Director

Director , -, .. ■ . ;.-

Censuses and Surveys Advisory Service

Deputy Director of the Division

Regional Advisory Service in

Demographic Statistics (RASDS)

Demographic statistics

Data processing

Cartography

Sampling

(post frozen June 1981)

Civil registration

Associate Demographic

Statistician

African Household Survey Capability
Prograrrme (AHSCP)

Survey specialist

Data processing

General Economic Statistics Section
Chief

National accounts

Industrial statistics
Price statistics

Assistance in national accounts

Senior adviser

Adviser

W.L. Booker (L'.K.)

K.T. de Graft-Johnson

(Ghana)

E.A. Colecraft (Ghana)

M. Sow mali)

D.E. Benzine (Algeria)

R. Hare (U.K.)

M.K. Eissa (Egypt)

3.L. Wright (New Lealand)

K. Diop (Senegal)

H. David (India)

M, Tin (Burma)

A.C. Basu (India)

A. Nkoungourou (Cameroon)

G. Coker (Sierra Leone)

(part tirre)

Vacant

Funding Man-months

source lyfcO 1961

RB

RB

UNFPA

12 12

12 12

UNFPA

UNFPA

UNFPA

UNFPA

UNFPA

UNFPA

UNFPA

12

5

12

3

B

_

-

12

12

12

12
-

10

6

12 12

UNDP

ILO

UNDP

FAO

F.R.

Germany

12

12

10

6

-

12

12

12

6

-

Sub-total

M." Fall (Senegal) '
A. Currmings-Palmer

(Sierra Leone)

R- Rakotobe (Madagascar)

A.K. Amelewonu (Togo)

M. Tlala (Ms.)(Botswana)

K.IM.C. Pillai (India)
B.B. Bosschaert (France)

Sub-total

RB

RB

RB

RB

RB

UNDP
UNDP

97

1? ,

12

12

12

12

-

60

130

12

12

12

12

12

11

2

73
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Funding

source

nan-months

1980 1981

Demographic and Social Statistics

Section

Chief

Demographic statistics

Statistical Training.. Rrograrrme

far Africa (STPA) -

Chief Training Adviser

Training adviser

UDEAC-CREP project

Senior expert

Junior expert

Data Bank (External trade and

technical service for all

computerized files)

Chief

Statistician

Statistician - programmer

R. Andrianasolo

(Madagascar)

T. rtakannah (Sierra Leone)

R.R. Oswald (U.K.)

B. Afonja (Nigeria)

J.M. Balla Avolo (Cameroon)

K. Bockor (Togo)

D. Koussai (C.A.R.)

P. Fokam (Cameroon)

S- Pietri (France)

3. Byll-Cataria (Togo)

Sub-total

3.F.R. Casimir (Dominica)

D.W.M. lizumara (Malawi)

P. Santa Cruz (Philipines)

Sub-total

Total

RB

RB

UNDP

UNDP

UNDP

UNDP

UNDP

UNFPA

UNFPA

Neth.)

UNFPA)

RB

RB

RB

12

12

7

5

12

-

-

6

-

12

66

12

12

12

36

271

12

12

—

9

3

3

4

_

4

12

59

12

12

12

36

310

1/ Excludes consultancy assignments at STPA centres and ECA headquarters,
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PROGRAMME OF WORK IN STATISTICS

9.540.00

Origin:

Project aim:

9.541.00

01

02

03

04

05

STATISTICS .

General Assembly resolution 2211(XXI)3ECOSOC resolutions 37CLVII),
2054(LXII), 2055(LXII)?ECA Conference of Ministers, Executive Corrmittee

and Technical Corrmittee of Experts.;Conference of African Statisticians.

To develop and co-ordinate statistical services in the African region

to meet the growing data requirements for administration, industry,

policy formulation and planning for economic and social development %

To develop a regional framework of statistical information, supported

by detailed studies, providing a:reasonably comprehensive account of

the African economic and social situation,

General aspects of co-ordination and development

Servicing meetings of the Joint Conference of African Planners, Statisti

cians and Demographers C1904, 1986, 1988)? co-ordination and backstopping

of relevant technical assistance programmes undertaken directly by the

Conference;

Continuing review of statistical organization problems in the region,

preparation of periodic reports, with supporting action as necessary*

assessment of the effectiveness of national statistical services;

establishment of an African list of statistical priorities,

Biennial publication of the Directory of African Statisticians and the

Bibliography of African Statistical Publications and periodic publi

cation of the Statistical Newsletter; . : .

Maintenance of an inventory of electronic data processing equipment,

related staff resources and applications for the region-and the
circulation of periodic-surrmariesirand evaluationsjpublication of a

Directory of electronic!data processing experts in Africa* training

workshops on the use. of-software packages in statistical computing:

for English-speaking participants (1983, 1987), French-speaking

participants (1984, 1988);training seminars on statistical data base

development:for English-speaking participants (1985, 1989), French-

speaking participants (1985, 1990);

Advisory services and co-ordination in the development and maintenance

of national statistical data bases;improvement of the regional

statistical data base;
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9.542.DO Statistical Training Program-rie for Africa (STPA)

01 Organization and administration of the programme:consultations with

African Governments, STPA centres and donor agenciesjspecial missions,

meetings of advisory boards of STPA centres, biennial meetings of

directors of centres (1983, 1985, 1387, 1989), etc.;provision of

guidance for the prograrrme by the Joint Conference of African Planners,

Statisticians and Demographers and tripartite reviews;

02 ' Dissemination of information on training activities:publication of

the STPA News and the Directory of STPA centres, with a further input

from project 9.541.0*.;'

03 Co-ordination of financial resources assistance in organizing staff

training, provision of short-term iecturers,-negatiations with prospec

tive donors,'assistance in co-ordinating fellowship awards and other

financialinputs;special assistance to centres with, difficult problems

and to particular groups.of countries? , ■■■ •

04 Co-operative development of training activities:review of curricula

and syllabuses, assessment of training heeds of particular groups of

countries, assistance in organizing :short-term courses, development of

in-service' training, for national statistical services, provision of

a training input to project 9.549 = 00;.

9.543.00 National Accounts, Finance and Prices

■ 01 Assistance to countries in applying the revised UN System of National

Accounts (SNA) and in developing related basic series;provision of

regional advisory services in national accounts.?assistance to least

developed and newly independent countries}

02- Progress in the implementation of the United Nations SNA in African

countries and uses of the data, periodic report (1983 and 1987);

03 Development of a data base in national accounts, including financial

statistics, using secretariat estimates where necessary, in co-ordination

with other relevant activities of the United Nations data system?

establishment of current sectoral deflators for African national

accounts and other series* training:bilingual training course on national

., ; accounts (1985); working group on the implementation of SNA in Africa

r ..(1935); working group on capital formation and national accounts at

■■" -constant prices (19B7)j

04 Development of a co-ordinated system of African price statistics at

producer, wholesale, local purchaser, export and world market levels,

in collaboration with the UN Statistical Office, for which inputs

will be price data regularly available from African countries plus

more detailed information on selected primary corrmoditiGSj purchasing
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power parities, in collaboration with the International Corrparison

Project} irrprovement of raw material export price indexes, in col

laboration with projects 9.543.03 and 9.544^04? second meeting of

the working group on price statistics (1983); methodological study

on rural price data collection, in collaboration with project

9.549.00 (1984)j guidelines for a system of1price and quantity

statistics and their implementation in the field of transport (1985)j

seminar on the collection of agricultural and industrial price data

and related problems (1985);

05 External transactions statistics:development of data base and

supporting methodology? . .

06 Public sector statistics:development of data base-and supporting

methodology* comparative analysis of trends/ in public sector

expenditure (1983) and growth and importance of the public sector

{1985);

07 Working group on input-output tables (1988).

9.544.00 External trade.statistics

01 Assistance in improving the coverage, timeliness and methodology of

national trade statistics? investigation of the current status of

trade statistics, including reasons for delayed dissemination of data*

02 Compilation of quarterly data for the periodical publication of

Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, Series A, Direction of total tradej

03 Processing of annual corrmodity trade statistics for individual countries

in standardized value and quantity units (in collaboration with ths UN

Statistical Office); utilization of these records in developing an

external trade data base* publication twice a year of Foreign Trade

Statistics for Africa, Series B, Trade by commodity and by country;

seminar on external trade statistics (1987); ;

04 Preparation of special tabulations, etc. to assist the development

of African trade with particular refGrsnce to intra-African trade and

terms of trade? periodic publication of Foreign Trade Statistics for

Africa, Series C, Sum-nary tables.

9.545.00 Industrial statistics

01 .Assistance to individual countries in applying the international

recommendations for industrial statistics and improving the coverage

and timeliness of these .data; working-groups on the measurement of

unmarketed output of industries (1984)? energy statistics (1987);

1 the improvement of data on small scale and household industries (1989);
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02 Development of data base for general annual industrial statistics and
annual and monthly conmodity production in the fields of mining,
manufacturing, electricity, gas and water* the data base will include
energy balance sheets;

03 Continuing statistical studies on productivity, structure and development
of manufacturing m Africa, capital output ratios, local processing of
rawmatenals for export, relationship between production and trade in
African manufactured products; production, domestic use and trade in
industrial raw materials (1985); production, consurrption and exchange
of energy (19863;

9.546,00 Other economic statistics

01 Agriculture development of a data base incorporating FAO and other
material, analysis of food production and: imports (1985), seminar on
economic accounts for agriculture in collaboration with FAO (1984),

02 Transport and corrmunications:development of data base and provision
niu ^t™l°glcal assistance to countries, in collaboration with the
Viofl^ ■ Offlcej sub-regional working groups on port statistics
UWJ, review of transport and corrmunication statistics in the African
region (1986); road transport statistics (1988)'

03 Tourism:development of a data base and supporting methodology,training
seminar on tourism statistics (1984), study:sample survey methods
applied to tourism (1987);

04 Distribution .-development of data base and supporting methodology,
working group on distributive trade statistics (1984),

05 Preparation of the African Statistical Yearbook, the annual African
Economic Indicators and the periodic Statistical Information Bulletin
for Africai

9.547.00 Demographic and social statistics

01 Support to population census advisory services and to the African Household
Survey Capability Prograrrme (AHSCP), which will cover employment, other
productive activity, income, consumption and expenditure and related social
and dGmographic data, provision of backstopping to other regional and
subregional activities, and provision of advisory services in demographic
and social statistics;

02 Methodological studies: review of the development of social indicators in
Africa (1983), methods and problems of development of civil registration
systen-s and vital statistics collection in Africa (1984), framework for
the integration of demographic, social and related economic statistics for
Africa (1985), development of guidelines in environment statistics (1986),
concepts, definitions and classifications used in censuses, demographic and
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social surveys in Africa (houSGhold:head of housahold, relationship

to head of household, household patterns; type of activity^ccupatiui,
industry and employment status, literacy (1987); population registers

in Africa and other more conventional sources of demographic statistics

(1988); further socio-economic indicators derived from household survey
data (1989);

03 Working groups and training workshops: training workshop for civil

registration personnel - English-speaking countries (1983); working
groups on concepts, definitions and classifications for selected

demographic and social statistics fields (1964); on development of civil

registration systems and vital statistics collection in Africa (1985);
'■ . on the framework for the integration of demographic, social and related

economic statistics (1986); on environment statistics (1987); on concepts,

definitions and classifications used in population censuses, demographic

and social surveys in Africa (1968)j

04 Maintenance of an African demographic and social statistics data bass

including a data storage and retrieval system?

9.548.00 Regional Advisory Service in Demographic Statistics (RASPS)

01 Advisory services in the organization, planning and conduct of national

population and housing censuses, in the processing, evaluation and

publication of census data (in co-operation with United Nations Head
quarters); advisory services in development of civil registration systems
and vital statistics collection; in-service training of local technicians
by regional advisersi

02 Methodological studies: evaluation of the 1980 round of censuses (1965);

methods and problems of African population and housing censuses (1986)j
processing of census, civil registration and sample survey data (1987);
non sampling errors (1989);

03 Working groups and training workshops:second round of training on use of

statistical software, packages (1985); working group on reconmendations
for'the 1990 round of population and housing censuses in Africa (1986);
training workshop on census taking (English-speaking countries) (19B7)j
working/group on1-processing of census, civil registration end sample
survey data'(1988)* '

9.540.00 African Household Survey Capability Progranme (AHSCP)

01 Advisory services in the fields of survey organization, sampling, data

processing, data analysis and data utilization will be provided to African

countries which have or are intending to establish active sun/™' ^""--trlcn"
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(a) Preparation of survey documents project proposal in collaboration

with the UN Statistical Office and other specialized agencies for
• countries requiring technical and financial assistance in the
context of the global NHSCPj

Cb) Review, documentation and dissemination of country experiences;

02 Development of methodology for the collection, processing, analysis and
utilization of integrated demographic, social and economic data already
begun will be continued, taking into.account technical studies being

undertaken by the UN Statistical'Office and UN specialized agencies.
Specifically the following will be done:

Ci) Preparation of guidelines for the measurement of employment,
under-employment and unemployment after testing technical

plans for labour force surveys*

(ii) Development of technical plans for income, consumptionand

expenditure surveys, taking into account the special

conditions of Africa*

(iii] Examination of technical problems associated with agri
cultural surveys %

(iv) Development of guidelines on report writing and dissemination
of data.;

Cv) Examination of sampling problems relating.to. construction of
sampling frames and master samples for integrated surveys and

preparation of relevant guidelines;

(vi) Continued development of illustrativG questionnaires,

adaptation of concepts, definitions and classifications and

preparation of relevant illustrative tabulation programmes;

Cvii) Development of household data analysis. The work will be

concerned with the analysis of data from individual subject-

fields for which no suitable or comprehensive guidelines are

available and the examination of the interrelationship of core

and main subject-field variables. It will take into account
data made available from the new surveys;

(viii) Development or adaptation of data processing procedures for the

support of survey programme, including the formulation of

appropriate guidelines for data base activities involving survey

data- This work may involve the development and adaptation of
software packages.

03 In collaboration with the Central Co-ordinating Unit CCCU) of the UN

Statistical Office and the UN specialized agencies, the regional team
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will assist in the mobilization of technical and financial resources
for the implementation of national programmesj

04 Working group on organization, content and methodology of household

surveys (1983, 1985, 1987, 1989], to which survey directors will be

invited in their individual capacities. Funding for this meeting
has not yet been assured)

05 Training of survey personnel of all levels in collaboration with the

Statistical Training Prograrrme for Africa (STPA). This will involve the

organization of training workshops at STPA centres and will be done in

collaboration with the UN Statistical Office, the UN specialized agencies,

the associate centres of STPA and multilateral as well as bilateral

donors. The training activities will cover inclusion of survey techniques

in training at undergraduate and similar levels;in-service training at

national level and assistance in the organization of exchange visits.




